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Abstract. This paper addresses an indexing scheme capable of effi-
ciently processing range queries in a large-scale trajectory database. Af-
ter discussing the drawbacks of previous indexing schemes, we propose a
new scheme that divides the temporal dimension into multiple time in-
tervals and then, by this interval, builds an index for the line segments.
Additionally, a supplementary index is built for the line segments within
each time interval. This scheme can make a dramatic improvement in
the performance of insert and search operations using a main memory
index, particularly for the time interval consisting of the segments taken
by those objects which are currently moving or have just completed their
movements, as contrast to the legacy schemes that store the index totally
on the disk.

1 Introduction

By spatiotemporal data, we mean the data on the 3D space (x, y, t), which
contains space coordinates, namely, (x, y), as well as time instance, (t). The
path taken by an object is called a trajectory, and it can be expressed as the
series of line segments on the 3D space[3][5].

Trajectory information has the following characteristics: (1) The cost of up-
date operations is enormous in that an object changes its location constantly
along the time axis. (2) It needs a lot of space to accumulate a large amount of
changing data. (3) Search overhead inevitably gets larger due to a large quantity
of stored data. Accordingly, it is necessary to develop a technique that can store,
manage, and search the large-scale trajectory data.

As for an index structure for the future query, the VCI-tree[4], TPR-tree[5],
and TPR∗-tree[7] have been proposed. The TPR∗-tree, the most outstanding
scheme, stores MBR (Minimum Bound Rectangle) for the current location of an
object as well as CBR (Conservative Bound Rectangle) for their moving speed[1].
Meanwhile, a lot of indexing schemes have been proposed for processing the
historical query including the 3DR-tree[9], HR-tree[4], STR-tree[3], TB-tree[3],
MV3R-tree[6], and SETI[2]. Among these, the 3DR-tree, HR-tree, and SETI are
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targeting at the range query while the others at the trajectory query. SETI has
been known to be the best solution for the range query.

In this paper, we design a new indexing scheme capable of efficiently process-
ing the range query in a large-scale trajectory database, based on the observation
on the following two characteristics of a moving object database. First, each line
segment in a trajectory is stored and indexed according to the time sequence, so
the time field increases monotonically. Second, the range query is mainly issued
for the latest time interval, not for the one long time ago.

The proposed scheme divides the time dimension onto multiple sub-intervals,
which will be assigned line segments that are to be indexed. Within each time
interval, another index will be used for the segments. The index that spans over
the multiple recent time intervals is maintained within the main memory while
other indexes are in disk. The architecture enhances the processing speed in
segment insertion as the whole procedure is completed within the high-speed
memory.

2 Related Work

2.1 SETI

The trajectory of a moving object, Ti, can be expressed as a tuple of (moId,
tId, 〈seg1, seg2, ..., segk〉), where moId is the identifier of the object while tId is
that of the trajectory. The segj(1 ≤ j ≤ k) is the jth line segment, belonging
to a trajectory Ti, and is represented as (sId, (xstart, ystart, tstart), (xend, yend,
tend)). This notation expresses that a segment named sId, has been moved from
(xstart, ystart) to (xend, yend) during the time interval (tstart, tend). This paper
assumes that the line segment generated as time passes is continuously inserted
to the above-mentioned index.

SETI[2] enables to efficiently retrieve moving objects within a query area
using trajectory index structures. SETI is based on the critical differences in the
characteristics of the temporal and spatial dimensions for storing 3D line seg-
ments using the R∗-tree. That is, the values of spatial dimensions change rarely
or slowly over the lifetime of the trajectory data while the values of temporal di-
mension are continuously increasing. Since the extent of the spatial dimensions
does not change, SETI logically partitions the space extent into a number of
non-overlapping spatial cells. Each cell contains only those line segments that
are completely within cell. A sparse time index is built for each cell. In other
words, line segments belonging to the same spatial cell are stored in a single
data page, and the minimum and maximum time values that completely cover
the time-spans of all the line segments in that page are indexed using a 1D
R∗-tree.

SETI exploits a hash table for fast insertion operations that add new line
segments to the ends of existing trajectories. The hash table maintains the up-
to-date locations for all moving objects. Figure 1 outlines the overall architecture
of SETI.
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Fig. 1. Overall architecture of SETI.

2.2 Shortcomings of SETI

In this section, we point out the shortcomings of SETI as follows.
(1) Limitation of a sparse time index

With a sparse time index, we cannot determine whether the temporal condition
of the given query is met solely by the line segments within the page pointed
by the entry in the filtering step. Hence, this limitation inevitably imposes an
overhead in checking whether the temporal condition is met for every candidate
line segment in the data page during the refinement step.

(2) Concentration of line segments
The moving objects tend to concentrate at the specific small area, so many insert
operations for line segments make the trajectory of objects also centered on the
specific cell. Thus, the corresponding sparse time index for such a cell may be
overloaded, resulting in the unpredictable performance of retrieve operations.

(3) Missing of a spatial index
As SETI does not exploit an additional spatial index within the partitioned cells,
the number of candidate line segments gets larger. For an extreme example, when
the size of the spatial condition area in a given query is much smaller than that
of the cell area, a lot of line segments outside the query space are also included in
the preliminary candidate set, possibly resulting in the severe waste of processing
time and resources.

3 Proposed indexing scheme

3.1 Sketch of the proposed indexing method

To begin with, the proposed scheme stores the line segments constituting a
trajectory of a moving object according to the time order in which they are
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collected. The query is more likely to be issued to the segments of moving objects
which are currently moving or have just completed the movement other than
those stopped or disappeared long time ago. Based on this observation, this
paper proposes an indexing scheme capable of efficiently inserting and retrieving
a line segment as time passes.

Contrary to SETI, the proposed scheme partitions a set of line segments into
a number of non-overlapping time intervals for a temporal dimension, and in turn
those line segments within each time interval are re-partitioned into spatial cells
for the spatial dimension. Then, we build a spatial-temporal index for each cell.
As such, if we first partition the line segments based on the temporal dimension,
carried out the insert operation for the line segment of a moving object just
on the last time interval. While most indexes are maintained in disk, the index
of the last time interval is made to be resident on main memory. After all, our
scheme can solve the problem of SETI that randomly accesses on the sparse time
index in disk whenever the new line segment is inserted.

The size of an index for the insert operation is restricted to have at most
k segments, considering available main memory space. That is, if the kth line
segment is inserted in the index, the index will be removed from main memory
and moved to disk. Thereafter, only the retrieve operation can be carried out
for this index in disk. This index is created by splitting the main memory index,
which is built on the temporal dimension, into the sub-indexes on the spatial
dimension. That is, we partition the extent of spatial dimensions of line segments
within the same time interval into m non-overlapping spatial cells, and then build
a sub-index to each of m cells. We call this index structure multi-level multiple
indexes. The proposed scheme provides a non-uniform cell partition in which
each cell includes dk/me line segments, while information on the partition of the
overall spatial cell is maintained in a 2D-tree. By this, we can solve the problems
of SETI, namely, the line segment concentration and missing spatial index.

3.2 Index architecture

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed scheme builds a time index table that man-
ages information on the partition of a temporal dimension. The time index table
is made up of n + 1 entries, each of which stores the minimum and maximum
time values that completely cover the time-spans of all the line segments within
the time interval, and the physical location of the corresponding index to man-
age information on the partition of the spatial dimension. Namely, distinct n+1
indexes, I0, I1, ..., and In, are managed along with the index table. The size of
this table is quite small enough to be loaded in main memory, while each index
Ii can have at most k line segments.

Notice that the corresponding indexes, I0, I1, ..., and In−2 for the time in-
tervals, t0, t1, ..., and tn−2, can be referred for the retrieve operation, as this
index deals with just those trajectories whose movement has completed. Index
Ii(0 ≤ i ≤ n− 2) is created by partitioning line segments within time interval ti
into m small cells based on the 2D space dimensions, so each of the partitioned
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Fig. 2. Overall architecture of the proposed index.

cells has a variable size storage that can include up to dk/me line segments. In-
dex Ii can be implemented using a hash table or a 2D-tree. Each of them stores
the physical location of the corresponding 3D R∗-tree index built for the line
segments on 3D space (x, y, t) within the same space cell.

In the mean time, indexes In−1 and In, mapped from tn−1 and tn are respon-
sible for the insert and retrieve operations for the latest segments of a currently
moving object, being created with an R∗-tree for the spatio-temporal data on the
3D (x, y, t). Our scheme makes indexes In−1 and In contain at most predefined
k line segments, and be loaded on the high-speed main memory for the sake of
efficient insert and retrieve operations.

4 Performance evaluation

4.1 Experiment setup

Our experiment takes the user-defined parameters such as an object type and a
distribution type in addition to 1,000 trajectory data uniformly distributed over
[0, 1] interval created by GSTD (Generate SpatioTemporal Data) algorithm’s
scenario 4[8]. For the experiment according to the number of segments, five
data sets are employed having 1,000,000 (1M), 2,000,000 (2M), 4,000,000 (4M),
8,000,000 (8M), and 16,000,000 (16M) segments which are chosen from the tra-
jectory data, respectively. For each point randomly selected from the trajectory
data, and also for each area tolerant of 0.01%, 0.1%, and 1%, 1,000 query areas
are generated. Finally, for a pair of a each data set and a query area, 1,000 range
queries are submitted and their average processing times are measured.

The performance of our scheme is compared with that of SETI. The number
of cells for space dimensions is set to 400 (= 20× 20). In both schemes, a multi-
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dimension index is built by using the R∗-tree provided by GIST[10] and the size
of a data page is set to 2KB. Finally, experiments are performed on the platform
employing Windows 2003 operating system upon the hardware stuffed with 3GB
main memory, and Intel Xeon 3.0 no-coda 3.0 GHz CPU.

4.2 Results and analyses

Experiment 1: Comparison of index sizes
Experiment 1 compares the performance of two schemes according to the

entire index size, which considers both the index file and the data page file.
Figure 3 plots the index sizes for the proposed scheme and SETI according to
the data size. This figure tells that the index size increases according to the
increase of a data size. However, from the viewpoint of the absolute size, the
proposed scheme can reduce the storage overhead by 3 ∼ 4 times compared with
SETI. This is due to the fact that the proposed scheme stores (x, y, t) tuples
and tId in the data page header just once, as the segments of a trajectory are
already stored in the time order while SETI uses a record structure containing
(tId, sId, x1, y1, t1, x2, y2, t2).

0
500010000150002000025000

1M 2M 4M 8M 16MNumber of Segments
Index Size 
(MBytes)

SETIOurs

Fig. 3. Index sizes with various data sizes.

Experiment 2: Comparison of query processing times
Experiment 2 compares the performance of both schemes in terms of the

query processing time, and Figure 4 exhibits the measured result according to
the data size. The tolerance range of a query area is set to 0.1%. The result
indicates that, for both schemes, the query processing time increases with the
increase of the data size, but the proposed scheme outperforms SETI due to
the reduced index search time caused by the smaller index. Figure 4 also shows
that the performance of the proposed scheme can be improved by 30% ∼ 100%,
compared with SETI.
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Fig. 4. Query processing times with various data sizes.
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Fig. 5. Query processing times with various tolerances.

Figure 5 plots the query processing time according to the query area size,
with the number of segments fixed to 4M. The increase of this range leads to the
enlarged processing time as the number of indexes to be searched also increases.
However, the proposed scheme shows much better performance because, in SETI,
which uses a sparse time index, the expansion of a query area generally imposes
a significant overhead in checking whether the temporal condition is satisfied for
all the segments inside a data page. This overhead is quite high when the size of
a query area is large. After all, the proposed scheme can improve the processing
time by 50% ∼ 120%, compared with SETI.

5 Conclusions

This paper has proposed an efficient index structure for a large-scale trajectory
database of moving objects, and also has devised a range query processing al-
gorithm. The proposed scheme makes maximizing the efficiency of insert and
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retrieve operations, based on the observation that each line segment constitut-
ing a trajectory is inserted as time increases and queries are mainly issued to
the newly inserted segment rather than the old ones. To this end, current and
old segments are discriminated by classifying segments into multiple categories
according to time intervals. The index for those segments frequently accessed is
maintained in main memory while the indexes for others are maintained in disk.
The experiment result reveals that the proposed indexing scheme enhances the
speed of retrieve operations by up to 3 ∼ 10 times with a much smaller storage
overhead.
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